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Company Focus

Wenzhou Youwei Fasteners Co., Ltd.
specializes in design, production and sales
of high-quality fasteners, standard nuts
and non-standard cold forged parts. Its
plant is located at Binhai Industrial Park
(Wenzhou), covering an area of 66,000
square meters. The company has more
than 700 employees and the production
capacity of 50,000 tons per year.
Wenzhou Youwei meets the requirements of ISO / TS16949 and ISO9001
international certification. Besides, it has
aquired independent import/export rights
and the quality of its products have been
widely appreciated by the industry.
Wenzhou Youwei, based in Zhejiang (China) has specialized in fastener manufacturing for
more than 20 years. Acquiring long and considerable experience in the field, Wenzhou Youwei
has cooperated with numerous customers and
has approached the capacity of 50,000 tons per
year and exported up to 45% of its production to
the whole world. General manager Mr. Lien-Ti
Weng said, “Along
with our keen
desire, Wenzhou
Youwei expects to
gain more foreign
customers and
se ek s for more
international cooperation.”
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Customers Come First
Weng also stressed, “ We highly value customer service. To
meet their need for high quality products, our company offers
all-in-one service covering all fasteners production from cold
forging, CNC, stamping to electroplating, etc. Moreover, we introduced excellent equipment into the plant from Japan, Switzerland, the United States and Taiwan to carry out the most perfect
quality control for customers’ products”
For better and prompt customer service, Wenzhou
Youwei has 10 domestic branches located in: Qingdao,
Huangdao, Dalian, Chongqing, Zhengzhou, Wuhan,
Shunde, Wuxi, Hefei and Guizhou.

A Wide Range of Products
The company offers an extensive range of fasteners used in different industries. It manufactures fasteners
with the size from M1-M36. To supply internationally , the
company has numerous production standards such as international GB and ISO, standard Q, German DIN, American
ASTM, Japanese JIS, British BS, and non-standard fasteners. All-in-one service includes every stage of the process from
the beginning material drawing, spheroidizing, electroplating to
packaging and shipping.

Careful Quality Control
Wenzhou Youwei is strongly focused on maintaining the
high quality of its products. With a good understanding of customer’s requirements, use of internationally certified testing
equipment and the great dedication of its skilled employees,
Wenzhou Youwei oversees each solid and functional high quality
fastener from production right up until the end product. The company’s motto “Youwei is your trustworthy fasteners expert and
we promise to
do our best, ”
represents its
2 0 ye a r s of
long-standing
great spirit.
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